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Focusing on the client is not a new concept for the business, but the development of a customer-oriented approach
will become a critical way to increase the value of the business and promote goods and services in a downturn of
economics. The article attempts to identify and understand the goals of customers and formulate how the company
can be helped to achieve these goals, based on a study of trends in customer behavior. A tool is proposed that not
only tracks and records this information but also makes it obvious to each employee.
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The globalization of the economy and the conditions of hyper-competition make the search for
competitive advantages a key task of all companies in all business sectors. The production of goods
and services is developing rapidly throughout the world. This determines the orientation of the
marketing of leading companies on the consumer. Consumers always prefer more advantageous
offers. Successful companies help their customers to save and increase comfort, enhance safety,
protect health and accept maximum pleasure from life. That is why customers are willing to pay
money constantly.
Despite the fact that the situation in business and in the markets changes every day, we can assume
the main trends in changes in customer behavior, which will serve as the basis for the development
and application of new effective approaches to meet the needs and expectations of their consumers: A more careful attitude to their health;
the choice of the criterion of "quality" as paramount;
more informed nutrition;
reasonable consumption;
a reaction to a decrease in the quality of mass-market products;
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shopping in online stores;
expectations of rising food prices in the world;
simplification of nutrition;
increased demand for new products.
The development of marketing transforms its initial goals and tools, which shifts the focus to
research on consumer behavior and understanding the real needs of the consumer. Marketers have
long been saying that it is no longer a demand that creates supply, but supply creates demand.
The current state of marketing is due to the development of new technologies, a change in the
nature and degree of interaction between manufacturers, sellers, and consumers. The desire to engage
consumers in marketing processes is due to the ability to obtain competitive advantages on this basis
[5]. The power of informational impact on a person, including a consumer of goods and services,
increases as the rate of change increases [15]. The value of the transition of companies to customeroriented behavior is also increasing [12]. Researchers at the end of the 20th - beginning of the 21st
centuries began to notice that traditional functional marketing is giving way to a different type of
marketing [11], focused on:
formation of customer interest [9];
communication with the client after a completed purchase [17];
organization of long-term relationships with customers, which allow the company to increase the
value of its proposals [14];
the practice of long-term and mutually beneficial relationships with customers [1];
support and development of relationships with consumers [3];
analysis, planning, implementation of measures that create mutual values [4];
development of mutual value propositions based on the values of clients, which begin with the
adoption of value propositions by them [2].
At present, it can be said that modern customers do not want so much a product or service as
fulfilling their wishes [16] or the pleasure of jointly creating a product with a manufacturer [13].
In any case, the main task for the company is to update knowledge about its customers. In order to
successfully understand the goals of your customers and to formulate how your company contributes
to achieving these goals, you need a tool that not only tracks and captures this information but also
makes it obvious to everyone.
It is possible to increase the level of awareness of the customers using such a method of collecting
marketing information as the developed questionnaire - worksheet. The first block of such a
a
d
C
' Id
.T
a c
a
create a personalized model of the target buyer, including gender, age, social status; motives for
buying interest; fears and barriers to abandon a purchase decision; decision-making priorities;
relevant media channels; decision-making area (if we are talking about a b2c-buyer or a family
c a ), c. C
a
c
c a
a c a , a , c.,
represent her as much as possible and to feel her feelings (Table 1).
In a modern, very dense, informational space, a company sells not only a product or service but its
entire image: the success of its positioning will necessarily be affected by the image of the people
who work in it, the efficiency/adaptability/ethics of the ways in which their work is organized, etc.
Paradoxically, sometimes this process is organized so unsuccessfully that in itself lowers the
satisfaction of the client who was initially quite satisfied with the cooperation with the company:
ca a d
/
c
,
d
a
c
questions, and so forth. In order to assess the current state of affairs is developed 2nd profiles unit,
which highlighted the issue of existing customer relationships (Table 2).
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Table 1

Block "The Buyer Person"

What do we know about our customers?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Who are they: b2b or b2c?
What is their demographic and social portrait? ( b2c clients)
How well do we
?
W a
d
, c
ca d a
P a
c
c
a
(b2b)?
D
a
c a
a a ?
Is it more than last year? Two years or three years ago?
What are the growth rates?
How stable is the growth?
How does our growth relate to the market?
Are we growing at the same speed as the market, slower or faster?
Who are they: b2b or b2c?
What is growing: the number of clients/transactions, turnover, revenue, profit, average bill?
Do we know the distribution structure of our customers by frequency/volume of purchases: which
of them buys more? Who buys more often?
What products do they buy?
Do we know what matters to you in your customers?
Why do they buy from us?
What is their choice factor - price, location, assortment, pleasant service, unique offer?

Table 2
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Block "Company"

How do we manage our customer relationships?
How conscious is our c
c
ca
? Ca ,
,
,
?S
cream? "Client for life"? Maybe we have several categories of customers, and each group of
customers has its own communication strategy?
Do we use Customer Journey Mapping technology for customer relationship management? Do we
track customer satisfaction throughout the time we interact with the service?
How often do we measure customer satisfaction? How convenient is this process for the client?
Do we use the AIDA + L cycle for analysis to analyze client behavior? And what is with dividing by
the "Persons" described above in paragraph 2?
What channels do we contact our customers with? How often? For what purpose? What is the essence
of our newsletter?
What are our customer feedback channels? Do they use them? For what purpose? How often do they
give product feedback? How often do they request more information / less information?
How do we work with feedback on social networks and sites with customer reviews? Do we thank
our customers for their good reviews, strengthening loyalty, do you know how to delicately respond
to negatives? Or maybe a conscious refusal to work with feedback is part of our marketing mix?
How convenient is it for the client to ask for emergency assistance/file a complaint? How fast/how
efficiently do we respond to complaints?
How do we store information about our customers? Do we update it often enough so that it is 99%
relevant at any time?
How do we analyze this information? What decisions do we make using it?
Do we keep Customer Cards in CRM? How comfortable are they for work? How much is their
structure necessary/sufficient/excessive?
Do we use the Sales Funnel model for sales management? Do we know our conversion at every
stage?
Do we use the Balanced Scorecard system to decompose financial goals into a process/knowledge
space?
How clearly are our wishes formulated for employees who work with clients? How often / how
effectively do we verify that their real qualifications are stated?
Are all the employees of our company able to easily, confidently and reasonably explain to the
client how we (the company and its products) are good?
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Continuation of table 2
Is a corporate standard set for communication between our employees and clients - a
c
"
spelled out? How effective are scenarios in managing not only the rational but also the emotional
flow of dialogue?
Is there a corporate standard/technology/scenario for cross-selling and up-sell sales?
How consciously did we decide on a wide/narrow business niche? (In a narrow niche, it may be
easier to build a
ba da d a a
ca a
a
, a d c
scope for scaling.)
Are all the employees of our company able to easily, confidently and reasonably explain to the
client how we (the company and its products) are good?
How often do we have to give a discount? Do we understand why we give a discount in these
cases, and not in others? How do we evaluate the effectiveness of discounts?
How deeply are our partnerships with b2b-clients built - is it just
-b
, d
a
joint projects for marketing, training and the like?
How many customers do we lose over the period? How many new customers do we attract over the
period? Total: outflow ratio?
Do we have a detuned reactivation process? (renewal of relations with old customers)
How does the product positioning strategy relate to management principles?
How often do we have to give a discount? Do we understand why we give a discount in these
cases, and not in others? How do we evaluate the effectiveness of discounts?
How deeply are our partnerships with b2b-clients built -b
, d
a
joint projects for marketing, training and the like?

U
d
AIDA c
behavior, which describes the sequence of his reasoning
before deciding to buy a product, makes it easy to build a system of persuasion and product
[10]. T
a
a AIDA (A a
( d c a a
), I
(
in a product), Desire (desire to purchase), Action (action to complete a purchase) describes the process
ac
ad a
c a .A
c a ,a
d
L - Loyalty - starts trustiness.
The Balanced Scorecard system [7] is based on causal relationships between strategic goals,
reflecting their parameters and factors for obtaining the planned results, and represents the
a /
c
a
F a c b c ( a
d
c ),
C
( a
d in the desired change in customer behavior aimed at buying more, more
a d/
), P c
( a
d
d
dc a
a a
of processes aimed at making the work do s faster, better and/or cheaper) and "People" (goals
expressed in the desired change in behavior of employees, aimed at to work harder / better). The BSC
system helps to better understand the relationship between causes and effects.
Cross-sell - the intention to offer a customer who is already making purchases from you, and other
positions outside the range of his choice. Up-sell is an intention to offer a client who is already making
purchases more expensive and more similar to the positions he has chosen [8].
W
F c
C
c c ,
a
a a
da
the product line so that the company's offers do not lag behind the changing needs of customers. The
next block of the questionnaire will answer the question of what the company knows about its product
- a set of material and service components (Table 3).
Table 3. Bl ck P d c
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What do we know about our product?
Ca
d c b
d c
P d c +
c +
c +
c +
a
c
If we classified our
d c acc d
a
P
, O
a
b d
c c
a d A a
a a ,
d
d c
a d
?
Do we use strategic canvas or the Kano method for integrated marketing planning?
At what stage in the life cycle are our products?
Who are the suppliers? Why exactly them?
Do we know the cost structure of our products?
What is the potential for reducing the cost of our product through automation and scaling?
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The Kano method gives us the opportunity to analyze all the characteristics of a product. To do
,
d d d
a c
c
d c
c a :
mandatory, desirable, unimportant, etc. [6].
Our approach allows us to consciously approach the issue of focusing on customer needs, it
helps to better understand what consumers want or do not want, to work towards finding new ways
to meet all developing human needs in the process of economic development.
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